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The Context
Inside this week’s edition…
The GBP Week - Bias is Bearish
- by Tony Nyman, p3-4
BOE speakers will be under the microscope after Chief Economist Haldane told
the Telegraph the Bank is discussing options including negative interest rates. If
they endorse Haldane's view and go further and hint it's coming, soon, then the
Pound could move. Lower. Overall though, we think all things Brexit could be
the main influence this week.
Euro Corp Comment: Second Largest Weekly Haul on Record Takes Its Toll
- By Matthew Barrett, p5-6
Last week was a big one with overall euro IG supply coming in at a hefty
EUR26.55bn, which marks the second largest weekly haul ever recorded, only
beaten by the EUR39.65bn recorded in the w/e 3-April-2020.

Why EM Local Currency Yields Have Continued to Hit Lows?
- by Christopher Shiells, p7-8
The EPFR fund flows data shows that since the start of March the net outflows
from Emerging Markets has hit USD541bn (up to week ended 6th May). It is
also interesting to note that the size of the outflow does not appear to have had
much of an impact on local government bond yields in Emerging Markets.

Euro FIG Snapshot: Encouraging Signs Despite Difficult Backdrop
- by David Corbell, p9
This was a week in which the markets' virus protection software seemed to be
in need of an update as the reality of a long road back to normality appeared to
puncture some of the buoyancy that has characterised conditions in recent
weeks.

China Insight: After a Strong Sell-Off, Bonds Look Attractive Again
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p10-11
We think after the sell-off in the first half of May, a lot of long positions were
already shaken out. With the NPC meeting approaching, sentiment will be
stabilising. We expect bullishness will return.
Know The Flows: Redemptions From China Equity Funds Surge as Trade
Tensions Resurface - by Cameron Brandt, p12
The prospect of a second major spike in Sino-US trade tensions cast a shadow
over markets and some fund groups in mid-May. EPFR-tracked China Equity Funds
posted their biggest weekly outflow since early 3Q15 as US President Donald
Trump threatened China with new trade sanctions.
UK 2yr Yield – Awaits New Record Lows to -0.181/-0.220
- by Ed Blake, p14
Sell into any near-term corrective gains as we await fresh record lows to Fibonacci
projections at -0.181/-0.220. Stop above 0.127 and consider buying on a break of
0.223.
GBP/USD – Renewed Attempt on The 200-Day MA Favoured
- by Andrew Dowdell, p15
Look to buy dips toward 1.2030 for a target of 1.3200. Breach of 1.1934/1.1884
paves the way for fresh lows instead.
COMEX Copper – 243.00/253.20 is Key to Broader Direction
- by Ed Blake, p16
Sell whilst 253.20 caps the current corrective rally in anticipation of a downtrend
resumption to 221.70/213.55. Stop and reverse on a clearance of 253.20.
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The GBP Week - Bias is Bearish
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX

continued page 4
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The GBP Week – cont’d
Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.1975-1.2275.
The UK has the floor DATA wise through the week.
See bottom right of the Dashboard, the Citi UK economic surprise index stands
at 38.6 ahead of:
• Tue - Claimant count rate/AWE
• Wed - CPI
• Thu - Flash PMIs. Services seen at 22.5; Composite 25.0 in May vs 13.8 last.
• Fri - Retail sales forecast -16.0% m/m in Apr.

RISK - Seasonality in May still. We stay short from 1.2525 (though took half profits
at 1.2283 on the 7th) for the 1.2000 area as this month tends to be the worst performing
one for the Pound. It is certainly panning out that way so far. Could downside momentum
even increase in the latter part of the month?. However, we would part qualify. Keep a
keen eye on signs of Brexit compromise. That might be difficult at this stage, but given the
shortness of the very near-term market higher could yet prove the path of least
resistance!

In truth though, we struggle to envisage too many scenarios where the data has a major
Pound impact. Only dramatic surprises either way in say the PMIs - services near zero! - or
much firmer than expected sales data would prove much of an influence.
Otherwise, we suspect BREXIT and the BOE will prove far greater focuses.

On the latter, BOE's Tenreyro around Close Monday and testimony from Bailey,
Broadbent, Cunliffe and Haskell Wed will be under the microscope after BOE Chief
Economist Haldane told the Telegraph the Bank is discussing options including negative
interest rates. If they endorse Haldane's view and go further and hint it's coming, soon,
then the Pound could move. Lower.
Overall though, we think all things Brexit could be main influence and that could well be at
least part reason why Cable’s low so far is just 1.2076 today. The market seems to be
positioning or is complacent regarding transition risk, but a Times headlines 'Brussels
'ready to back down' on call for more fishing rights' could well prove supportive. The piece
notes British officials close to the talks said that Barnier knows he has a problem and is not
getting the attention needed because of COVID.
On the pandemic, meanwhile, UK PM Johnson warned Sunday that Britain may not be free
of the virus for some time to come, though there are other reports he wants to get back to
near-normality by July. Chancellor Sunak fields questions from lawmakers today on how
the UK will fund the steps needed to jump start the economy.
Back to Index Page

• Extends the retreat from Apr's 1.2648-43 peaks/200-DMA (approx. 1.2660), with
bearish now eyeing 50% of the rally from Mar's 1.1412 low at 1.2030
• Below threatens extension towards support in the 1.1934/1.1884 area
• Bulls need to clear 1.2377 followed by the 8 May high at 1.3267 to reassert control
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Euro Corp Comment: Second Largest Weekly Haul on Record
Takes Its Toll
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
Corporate issuers stayed away from the primary bond market on Friday, giving investors a
chance to absorb the huge volumes seen not only last week, but also over the last couple of
months, as issuers raise debt to plug earnings gaps stemming from Covid-19 related
lockdowns.
Last week in particular was a big one with overall euro IG supply coming in at a hefty
EUR26.55bn, which marks the second largest weekly haul ever recorded, only beaten by the
EUR39.65bn recorded in the w/e 3-April-2020.

trades came in at 3.2x before falling to just 1.8x on Wednesday when another 14 tranches
were on offer.
Due to lower demand, issuers were unable to tighten pricing as much either with the
average spread compression at 26.81bps compared to the weekly average of 31.76bps
across the rest of this year.
And, in turn, that meant the average premium last week rose considerably to 25.32bps
compared to just 1.72bps last week.

The majority (98.8%) of the week's paper came in the first three days, before the pace of
issuance slowed as Covid-19 related worries and rising US/China tensions weighed on
sentiment, and as some signs of supply fatigue became apparent.
Another massive week now means that year-to-date EUR IG/split-rated corporate supply
stands at EUR217.795bn which is 58.6% ahead of that seen during the same period in a
record-breaking 2019.
There remained plenty of buyers for corporate debt last week, with investors placing
combined orders of over EUR59.225bn for the EUR26.55bn on offer, but that was noticeably
softer than was seen in the previous week.
The average cover ratio came in at 2.41x which marks a sharp fall from the prior week's
4.38x and is considerably lower than the average 5.07x seen year-to-date.
The go to reasons for the less robust demand appear to be a weaker broader tone, as well as
some supply indigestion after such a busy period where bankers note that investors are
being more discerning amid the flood of issuance and are putting up a bit of resistance.
Offering some support to the indigestion theory, the average cover ratio across Monday's 11
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Euro Corp Comment – cont’d
That comes after NICs had subsided to low and sometimes negative levels over the last
month having spiked at the end of March when issuers were paying up to tempt investors as
Covid-19 related stress hit a peak (see chart below).
Notably, the average was dragged higher last week by issuers such as Daimler and Amadeus
which hail from the automaker and travel sectors which have been amongst the hardest hit
by the Covid-19 pandemic and associated global lockdowns.

Despite leaving more on the table in the way of premiums, the week's trades also showed a
distinctly mixed performance in the secondary market where 29 of the week's 35 tranches
were wide of reoffer on Friday.

Looking ahead, feedback from bankers suggests that there remains a number of corporates
looking to access the market. However, with the tone noticeably weaker at the back end of
last week, it remains to be seen how many will go in the near future.
Those that are looking only have a small window to go this week too, with many European
players out on Thursday for Ascension Day which typically keeps issuers sidelined. Last year
we saw nothing at all emerge on the actual holiday whilst the Ascension Day week overall,
which also coincided with month-end, produced a paltry EUR1.6bn of paper via three
tranches.
Having seen the weaker reception last week, some may argue that a slower week could be
good for a market which appears to be in need of a break to absorb recent supply.

Back to Index Page
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Why EM Local Currency Yields Have Continued to Hit Lows?
By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst EM
The EPFR fund flows data shows that since the start of March the net outflows from Emerging
Markets has hit USD541bn (up to week ended 6th May). This, as the IMF noted recently on its
blog, is the worst outflow from Emerging Markets in history, with the monthly EPFR data also
clearly showing this (see dashboard next page).

However, Ashmore investors pointed that out that as flow numbers tend to be reported in
absolute USD terms, they naturally rise every year as the asset class grows larger, noting that the
EM fixed income asset class was USD26tn (BIS, as of end-2018).

It is also interesting to note that the size of the outflow does not appear to have had much of an
impact on local government bond yields in Emerging Markets. This can be seen in the Bloomberg
Barclays EM Local Currency Index OAS and the Local Currency Government Index OAS, which at
the end of April dropped to their lowest since Dec-2012 and Aug-2009, respectively, (see
dashboard). There were sharp spikes in March, but these were still relatively small versus
historical highs. Thus the size of the flow was not enough to move yields sharply higher on local
currency debt, at least not for very long.

This places the coronavirus sell-off in sharp contrast with the 2008/2009 sell-off, which saw the
spread spike briefly 300bp. The reason for this is driven by two factors:
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1. EM inflation rates are lower - At the end of 2019, CPI in Emerging Markets declined to the
lowest levels on record according to the Bloomberg Emerging Economies CPI reading, (3.18%
in Sep 2019), and although this has climbed in recent months, hitting 4.53% y/y in March, it
remains well below the levels recorded in 2008 (9.00% peak). Lower inflation and the low risk
of pass-through to inflation from weaker currencies has allowed EM central banks to cut
policy interest rates to all-time lows, which in turn helps EM countries with large domestic
bond markets to smooth the economic impact of the coronavirus.

2. EM central banks move into the DM playbook - EM central banks have developed a number
of new policy instruments, which have given them greater control over their own bond
markets, much like in developed countries. This is a result of that lower inflation and the
credibility that a number of EM central banks have managed to build-up over the past 10yrs.
Since the start of this crisis, EM central banks have managed to roll-out conventional and
unconventional easing measures (including QE programmes) that were once solely the
domain of DMs CBs.

continued page 8
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Emerging Markets – cont’d
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Euro FIG Snapshot: Encouraging Signs Despite Difficult Backdrop
By David Corbell, Head of Credit, Europe
This was a week in which the markets' virus protection software seemed to be in need of an
update as the reality of a long road back to normality appeared to puncture some of the
buoyancy that has characterised conditions in recent weeks.
Among the key drivers in play, cautionary comments from the Fed's Powell saw investors
dial back recovery bets, sucking support from markets that were also unsettled by
ascendant US/China tensions.
It was also a week in which bank stocks felt the heat as earnings updates from European
lenders focused minds on rising impairments aligned to Covid-19 impacts, helping to send
the Stoxx600 Banks Index (SX7P) to within a whisker of its March low.
Despite that, the week was far from a write-off in the unsecured FIG market though with
five issuers raising a total of EUR5.925bn in single currency deals comprising both senior and
subordinated offerings. That said, well over two-thirds (EUR4.25bn) of the week's supply
came Monday, getting in before risk-off impulses took a firmer grip on markets on
Wednesday.
With that, total YTD FIG supply from unsecured issuers is now up to EUR99.275bn or around
5% ahead of the pace seen at the same stage of 2019.
While sentiment was fragile, there was still ample demand for last week's deals though
where total orders exceeded EUR12.6bn for the EUR5.925bn raised. That was after orders
exceeded EUR11.5bn for the EUR6bn raised the prior week, and some of that unsatisfied
demand was evidently still on hand to provide support.
The week also stood out for delivering the first euro denominated subordinated paper to
emerge since the coronavirus outbreak took hold in during Q1. The first instalment of that
supply that came on Monday as Deutsche Bank's EUR1.25bn T2 11NC6 T2 deal amassed
over EUR2.2bn in orders, accompanied by a tender offer on its existing senior non-preferred
lines.
Back to Index Page

Despite a subsequent deterioration in the broader market tone, Thursday saw Bank of
Ireland venture even further down the capital structure by selling the first EUR AT1 since
February. Its EUR675m (upsized from EUR625m) PNC5 came with a 7.5% coupon on a
EUR1.4bn book while the price of its existing EUR750m 7.375% AT1 (callable on 18th June)
jumped by over 4pts on the announcement of the new deal.
And squeezing in a Friday deal, Allianz SE brought its first subordinated offering of 2020 in
the form of a EUR1bn long 30nc10 sub via BofA Securities, CACIB, Citi and Commerzbank.
Marketing got underway at m/s+250a for the July 2030 call although solid demand above
EUR2.1bn (final orders stood at EUR1.8bn+) saw that slashed to a reoffer of m/s +228. Based
off the borrower's existing curve, bankers on the deal pitched fair value around the m/s+210
level.
Also offering a sub deal Friday, Barclays ventured out in sterling with a self-led 10.5nc5.5 T2
where books opened at UKT+400a to the Nov 2025 call for an expected GBP500m size. That
trade also found solid demand above GBP1bn at its final spread of +375 although was a long
way short of the GBP5.5bn+ book generated by UK peer Royal Bank of Scotland for its
GBP1bn 10NC5 the week before.
Prospects
While the more challenging tone seen last week argues for a degree of caution, the
resumption (and successful execution) of subordinated supply in the face of market fragility
sends an encouraging message, as does the level of oversubscription on deals launched.
Less encouraging is the mixed performance of deals in secondary although that needs to be
viewed in the context of significant weakness in broader markets seen over the course of
the week.
Whatever happens, from a primary perspective, this week is likely to be a front-loaded affair
though as issuers face a narrower window given that Thursday marks Ascension Day which
some participants are likely to bridge into the weekend.
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China Insight: After a Strong Sell-Off, Bonds Look Attractive
Again
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
The bond market got sold off sharply in the first half of May, regardless of the stable
liquidity. We attribute the sell-off partly to mounting supply pressure and partly to the
market being overly crowded with long positions.

Net foreign inflows into the China bond market re-appeared in April, reversing the
moderate outflow in March (chart 1). As a result, offshore investors' CGB holdings
increased sharply in April (chart 2). In our view, foreigners' strong demand for china bonds
in April was mainly driven by their expectations about a more dovish policy stance before
the NPC meeting and their hunger for higher yields (note: China bonds offer a much wider
yield premium over US Treasuries than many other EM Asia governments).

continued page 11
Back to Index Page
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China Insight – cont’d

Not only bonds, equities also saw foreign inflows in April, but of lesser magnitude.
Northbound saw decent inflows of USD8bn in April, partially reversing the record high
outflow of USD10bn in March, while southbound inflow decreased to USD3bn from
USD18bn high in March. On a net basis, northbound flow versus southbound flow suggests
an inflow of USD5bn in April (chart 3).

Back to the bond market, we think after the sell-off in the first half of May, a lot of long
positions were already shaken out. With the NPC meeting approaching, sentiment will be
stabilising. We expect bullishness will return to the market soon as the State Council regular
meeting chaired by Premier Li Keqiang on 13 May expressed the intention to step up macro
policies to hedge against economic challenges. Though Li did not tell what dovish measures
will be taken, we expect he will give more messages in the upcoming NPC meeting.

Back to Index Page
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Know The Flows: Redemptions From China Equity Funds
Surge as Trade Tensions Resurface
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The prospect of a second major spike in Sino-US trade tensions cast a shadow over markets and
some fund groups in mid-May. EPFR-tracked China Equity Funds posted their biggest weekly
outflow since early 3Q15 as US President Donald Trump threatened China with new trade
sanctions if it does not boost its imports from the US and allow independent investigation of the
origins of the COVID-19 pandemic. Redemptions from all Emerging Markets Equity Funds,
meanwhile, exceeded $3 billion for the fourth week running.
Faced with a new source of uncertainty, already cautious investors steered another $35 billion
into Money Market Funds while flows to US Bond Funds climbed to a 13-week high and Japan
Equity Funds recorded their third largest inflow year-to-date.
US Bond, Money Market and Japan Equity Funds all feature on the list of fund groups that have
seen the largest inflows quarter to date, along with Leveraged Bear, High Yield Bond and SRI/ESG
Equity Funds and a handful of major Sector Fund groups.
Overall, the week ending May 13 saw $1.4 billion flow into Alternative Funds, $15.7 billion into
Bond Funds and $35.6 billion into Money Market Funds. Investors pulled a net $927 million out of
Balanced Funds and $6.2 billion from Equity Funds.
At the single country and asset class fund levels, Municipal Bond Funds posted inflows for only
the third time since late February and flows into Inflation Protected Bond Funds climbed to a 10week high. Spain Bond Funds experienced net redemptions for the 29th time in the past 32
weeks, outflows from both Chile and UK Bond Funds hit levels last seen in mid-2Q19 and Brazil
Equity Funds extended their current outflow streak to seven weeks and $1.4 billion.
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For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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UK 2yr Yield – Awaits New Record Lows to -0.181/-0.220
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extended the long-term yield decline to post new record lows just below -0.039 (9 March
base)

•

Deteriorating multi-timeframe studies/moving averages suggest downside risk to
projections at -0.181/-0.220

•

Any near-term corrective gains should stall under clustered minor lower highs between
0.084-0.173

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into any near-term corrective gains as we await fresh record lows to Fibonacci projections at
-0.181/-0.220. Stop above 0.127 and consider buying on a break of 0.223

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

0.395
0.223
0.173
0.127
0.084

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

-0.054
-0.181
-0.220
-0.282
-0.323

Resistance Levels
200DMA
31 March 2020 lower high
7 April 2020 high
23 April 2020 high
27 April 2020 high, near the 50DMA at 0.106
Support Levels
.764 projection of 0.667/-0.039 from 0.486, near 14 May 2020 record low at -0.048
1.236 projection of 0.958/0.272 from 0.667
Equality of 0.667/-0.039 fall from 0.486
1.382 projection of 0.958/0.272 from 0.667, near 1.236 projection of 8.152/3.133 from 5.906
2.618 projection of 5.906/3.654 from 5.573
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GBP/USD – Renewed Attempt on The 200-Day MA Favoured
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Corrective easing just ahead of the 200-Day MA builds momentum for eventual break higher
• Stochastics have unwound to oversold levels

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy dips toward 1.2030 for a target of 1.3200. Breach of 1.1934/1.1884 paves the way for
fresh lows instead.
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.3200
1.2977
1.2849
1.2726
1.2648

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.2166
1.2030
1.1934
1.1884
1.1704

Resistance Levels
9 March 2020 high, near the 3 February 2020 high at 1.3215
11 March 2020 high
12 March 2020 high
28 February 2020 low
14 April 2020 high, near the 200-Day MA (approx. 1.2660)
Support Levels
7 April/15 May 2020 lows
50% of 1.1412-1.2648 rally
20 March 2020 high
61% of 1.1412-1.2648 rally
76.4% of 1.1412-1.2648 rally
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COMEX Copper – 243.00/253.20 is Key to Broader Direction
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

The recovery from 197.25 (19 March YTD low) is slowly losing drive (note daily Momentum
has turned negative)

•

The 243.00/253.20 zone (reaction highs and 50%/61.8% of 288.60/197.25) is key to nearterm direction

•

While 253.20 caps, watch for the broader downtrend to resume through 221.70 (21 April
low) re-opening 197.25

•

Only a sustained break over 253.20 would avert, suggest broader basing and target
263.95/275.95

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell whilst 253.20 caps the current corrective rally in anticipation of a downtrend resumption to
221.70/213.55. Stop and reverse on a clearance of 253.20
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

288.60
275.95
263.95
253.20
243.00

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

228.40
221.70
213.55
197.25
193.55

Resistance Levels
2020 peak - 16 January
3 January 2020 former low
18 February 2020 lower high, near 76.4% retracement of 288.60/197.25 fall at 267.05
13 March 2020 high, near 61.8% retracement of 288.60/197.25 fall and 200DMA
8/11 May 2020 high, near 50% retracement of 288.60/197.25 fall
Support Levels
4 May 2020 low
21 April 2020 higher low
30 March 2020 higher low
2020 low - 19 March
2016 low - 19 January
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
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